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It 1« Mhown that in maeelena «tleotrodtnamice (when tht>

electron пае* i« strictly «его) the сгояя emotion of longitudin«3

photon intereotion on гпвяи «hell J.e nonvnni.9binc«The reasons

of 'ippinrnne* of thlt «ffoot nnd Its poaaiblt conR«qvencen ав

well as analogous effect* in other quantum field theories

(eopeoiolly nonatoelion glue* theories) «re dieoueeed.
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Inert ia a wall known statement which can be found in any

ttxtbooka on quantum electrodynamics(QED) that longitudinal real

photona do not interact - cannot be enittad or absorbed.It ia

implied that the emission amplitude of photon ~^(p) where

p is the photon momentum,aetisfies the condition

0 (t)

о 2

both for real p «0 and for virtual p «0 photon.The condition

(1) does not gives rise doubts:it is a direct consequence of

gauge invariance ; Лд fa) ~*~ Лд (-V *
 {

 y ^ x ^ •

On the other hand,there ia also the well known statement that

longitudinal virtual photons are scattered,absorbed and emitted.

For instance,the cross section of longitudinal photon-nucleon

interaction is measured in the deep inelastic scattering of

electrons on nucleons.There is no contradiction between this

statement and eq.(1) since the emission amplitude of longitudinal

virtual photon ia equal to &j /j (pj , where £. (p) is the

polarisation of longitudinal photon.The vector 6A(p) is by

no means proportional to p^ but on the contrary, in the Lorentz \_ >

gaug<> e% AiM*Q ±ш orthogonal to it 6 '/>
 s
is .Thus, '-\'"•'•:•

in the general case е.^{р)цФи in spite of that e.q.(1)is

fulfilled.lt la usually believed that longitudinal photons do

not exist in the nature and they cannot be emitted or scattered,

i.e. e^ (n) T^(p)=-0 at p
2
«0.In thia note we show some

examples of theories when it is not the case and,in particular,

ehow that in nessleas QED the interaction of the real longitu-

dinal photon is nonvanishing.
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Consider a virtual longitudinal photon with p < 0 and

сЬоозе the z-axis along p. Normaiisinc в 7 (p) by usual

condition (e.
k
 ) * 4 and using -.he condition e#p -0 we nay

write 64 (p) in the components as follows

• e
L
 P

1
* p

L
'\^nS\ n n n \ I C2)

Express поп making use of (1) and (2} the desired value

through the component T
Q
(p) • We have

It is seen from eq.(3) that in fact €A (p)'x(p)^'Q at p2-*> C,

but if only T_(p) has no singularity at p -* 0« It appears,

however, that in aom» cases such a singularity at p —•> 0 in

^ ) 17T (p) emerges ao that t?. ̂ o) 17(p) tends to finite limit

at p —* 0.

Let us calculate the total annihilation cross section cz =..

photon with momentvun q and a phcson with monentux p la aasolass

QSD. The value of the lotal сгоаз section is uexermined by -sixe

sun of imaginary parts с:* Еле i'oi-'.-'.r'i •?mattering anpiituaer

described by the grapns cf ?igs. 1 зла с. ,'»« assume the bo*n y

photons to b* vir-cuâ . -1", p~< 0, the photon тотепишс q oeiag £•;'.-
. 1 ' •'

* s ' •

transverse acd photon witn momentum p being: iongxtudinal and ;•

/ <j, j' :>> /p~/ • -he calculation is straightforward» 2c - .

perform it is convenient TO use the covariant form for pola-

rization of long-cudical photon (2)



where \> = рд, .aestrictizyj ourselves to nonvanishing terir; at

p -• О we obtain .'."or the total cross section

where Q"« -a , 2 : - — — .(Analogous calculation for the cese

*'
;
' *-(&* i n

of two longituginal photons jrields &.,'./. — D ).

We see that despite of the naive expectations the total cross

section of the longitudinal photon interaction does net teri. to

aero when its virtuality p" vanishes.The геявон is that the imagi-

nary part of the forward scattering amplitude described by the
n

graph of Pig. 1 has e r-r.±e at p"«0 w..ich compensates ths factor
p" in the nominator resulting fri;ir. гае products of polarization

Q. (pj ) of initial and final photons.IIamely,

the iaeginary part of the forward f cattering amplitude averaged

over polarisations cf the hard photon % is equel to

(6) ;



It can be easily seen that the pole 1/p in this expression

which appears due to the last terra in (6) after multiplication

by the polarisation vectors (4) gives the nonvanishing contribu-

tion in the limit p
2
—»> 0:

m /
itC
 e* (P) e^Cp) - ibrrJ. ос н-эс).

 KU

which, being rewritten in terms of the cross section lead? to

(5).

In massive QED the situation is quite different. In the case

of massive electron, the last term in (6) is multiplied by

so that in the massive QED e
r
~+Q at p

2
-* 0.

The expressions corresponding to (6) for the massive QED

case have been originally obtained in l »
2
^ see also*-^). However,

the authors of papers I*"*"did not pay attention on the peculiar

situation which appears in the massless case. The nonvanishing

cross section cf longitudinal photon-photon annihilation in the

massless QSD seems to lead in higher orders of perturbation theory

to nonvanishing cross sections of longitudinal photon interaction

in other cases too, for instance , in order «c at the elect-

ron scattering.

To avoid the appearing difficulty one may consider the mass-

less QED as a limit of massive one, doing the limiting procedure

2 2

first p ~* 0, and then л» -»• 0. But such a procedure does not

seem to us attractive.
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The question arises: whether this effect may appear in the

Baseless QED not only in the process of longitudinal photon

scattering but at its production what, naturally would be a

signal of inconsistency of the theory .To elucidate this we

дате studied the processes:

. (Here

mean, respectively, photons with large and small virtuality).

In all the cases it turned out that at p -> С the amplitude,

of virtual longitudinal photon production tends to zero. In the

case a) this is due to that the process (a) is forbidden by the

chirality conservation at all. The process (b) occurs only due

to higher twist terns and thereby the imaginary part of ita

amplitude contains the extra degree of p • And finally, the

process (c) corresponds to the t-channel of the elastic scatter-

ing process we have considered above. To study this process one

should consider the elastic scattering amplitude at nonzero t.

It is known"Jthat the t-aingularity of such an amplitude is

determined by relation t • -(x/(1-x)p . This means that at

t A 0 p
2
 in the denominator (8) is replaced by p

2
 + (1-x/r)t.

The direct calculation leads to the same conclusion), thus, at

t > 0 the pole at p • 0 is absent.

Let us now study which is the situation with this problem >}•• j .
'-'A i'

in other field theories. In the scalar massless electrodynamics v- }

(от in the chiral theory with massless bosons) as is shown by J

th« direct calculation, tfc* situation is the same as in the

maasles* QBD: the imaginary part of the forward scattering

amplitude of longitudinal photon on the transverse о м has •



pole at p «0 and the section of longitudinal photon annihilation

*~ththe virtual photon appears to be nonzero.

In the massless QCD (as well as in other Yang-Milla theori-

L

es with massless fermions) it is evident that &
 T
 is expres-

sed by eq.(5) times a numerical factor Я^?, where N
r
 is the

number of colors, M
f
 is the number of massless fermions. In Yang-

Kills theories, however, another problem arises; the problem on

boson scattering on each other due to boson-boson interaction.

To calculate imaginary parts of the forward scattering amplitude

of gauge bosons each on other on* should take into account in

addition to graphs of Pigs.1,2 with inner bosonic liaes the ana-

logous graphs with the inner lineo of Faddeev-Popov ghosts. The

calculation shows that though the contribution of the former

into pole terms In p is partially compensated by the contribut-

ion of the latter, there ia no fulicor^pensstion so that analogous-

ly to (6) the imaginary pert of the forward scattering amplitude

of a virtual soft longitudinal gauge boson on a hard one has a

pole at p «-0 and &
T
 appears to be non-sore This fact seems

to be more dangerous than the situation with raasaless Q3D since

the discussed above limiting process in mass, in this case in

2 ?

the gauge boson mass (first p —*• 0, then rr?j'~~> О ), in the Yar.g-

Kills theories would lead to difficulties. 1- ,

Rigorously speaking, in QCD one cannot go over into infra- " |7

red region p
2
-» 0 which is beyond the framework of perturbative :

consideration. But it is possible at large q to consider the

p -region of larger or of order of characteristic hadronic scales.

Then, according to naive expectations the cross section of Ion-
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gitudinal photon interaction would decrease with p decreasing,

that is in fact not the case» Thereby the anomaly under consi-

deration appears here ев well» The most adequate approach in

QCD is the calculation of the diagram with the pion loop. The

existence of the pole in the scalar massless electrodynamics

and vanishing of the pion mass in the chiral limit results in

that in massiess QCD longitudinal photons interact.

Ifcte that the examples considered reflect a more general

situation when the interaction at small distances induces local

operators whose traiisition into two 30ft photons has a pcle in

the virtuality of these photons. For instance, for the case of

photon-photon scattering the use of the operator expansion for

currents y/r.ich interact with hard photons leads to a aet of

operators 0^ with different spins» In particular, among these

operatora the energy-momentum tensor &~/и\> takes place and

thus longitudinal photons on mass shell interact with graviton.

( The presence of a pole in the matrix element <T>/' Qijy />•> was

found in ref.i--'-'where, however, photons were on mass 3hell and

the pole appeared in graviton virtuality).

Let us remark that the problem at hand seems not to deal

with infrared divergences appearing in QED when the electron

mass tends to zero. As; is known, since the old works of Xinoskiia ;•- ,
fg] j r-rj > •• . ' f
" and Lee and jVauenberg*" these divergences are of logarithmic .< i

I 7 • .• У

but not of the power character as in the given case and may oe "?

eliminated accounting for soft and collinear particles in initi-

al and final states, what is not the case in the problem at

hand.



в

Let ue once more emphasize that the "revival" of the third

degree of freedom of electromagnetic field does not contradict

the gauge invariance while, strictly speaking, the Lorentz

condition eliminates only one degree of freedom and the absence

of the third degree of freedom is a consequence of constrain

condition.

The anomaly observed indicates a certain connection between

the requirement for the extra degrees of freedom to be absent

and the chiral symmetry breaking.

Let us now discuss some possible consequences of the

observed anomaly. Though aassless QED, as iras mentioned above,

has a formal possibility to obviate the appearing difficulty

using a Uniting process in the electron mass (first p ~*> 0,

then m - p- 0) such a possibility aeema to us unsatisfactory.

As «as mentioned above, the limiting process in the gauge

boson mass in the Tang-Uills theories may lead to serious 1

difficulties. From the physical viewpoint it would be more !

natural if the observed anomaly would signalize inconsistency

of raasslese QBZ) or Tang-Hills theories with masslese gauge

bosons, i.e., that such theories are unstable in the infrared

region.

Has the problem at hand some relations to the zero charge

problem in QEU or infrared slavery in the Tang-Kills theories - V

thio question deserves a separate investigation. "••

We would II ice to thank V.l.Cribov, A.Tu.I£orozov and

X.A.Shifnan for useful diecuseions and remarks.
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